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Check the pics for more details. Power supply NOT included. It also includes a stunning collection of original
waveforms. You can get microscopic with the DR, but you also have the option of taking the simple route
with its three EZ Compose buttons, which allow original patterns to be constructed without note-by-note
programming hassles. Patterns can be taken deeper with the Groove Modify feature, where various groove and
triplet feels can be applied. Ghost notes and fills can also be added automatically. Shipping and handling The
seller has not specified a shipping method to Germany. Contact the seller- opens in a new window or tab and
request shipping to your location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code. United
States No additional import charges at delivery! This item will be shipped through the Global Shipping
Program and includes international tracking. Learn more- opens in a new window or tab Change country:
There are 1 items available. Please enter a number less than or equal to 1. Select a valid country. Please enter 5
or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code. Handling time Will usually ship within 3 business days of receiving cleared
payment - opens in a new window or tab. Return policy After receiving the item, contact seller within Refund
will be given as Return shipping Money back Buyer pays for return shipping Refer to eBay Return policy for
more details. You are covered by the eBay Money Back Guarantee if you receive an item that is not as
described in the listing.
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Back to Product Information Sound: The sound from this machine is very, very good. It is adjustable through a
TSC Total Sound control module that lets you control, with a few clicks of a button, 8 preset sound shapes and
8 tones that can be controlled separately. There are also 8 user settings that you can program. You also can get
deeper into the software and control a three band equalizer, compression, attack and some filtering plus other
features. Overall the sound is very good at this price - not quite like the more expensive boss products but I
run this through a Fender Acoustasonic Pro Amp and it sounds pretty real. If you are a guitar player and you
want a great drum machine - this should do it for you if drumming is not your specialty. Some great preset
styles that each have 5 patterns intro, A,B,C Verses and an ending. You can control the key numerous bass
voicings of each of these patterns and set up nice runs in the user styles section and then shift verses with
pedals. Or you can record your patterns in the exact manner you want them played in the song section and
have the song play any verse in any order you like. Each pattern also has a variation on pattern, drum kit, or
muting. All features can be recorded as you like and also switched with pedals. To set up and play almost any
song - pick a style and go through the verses. If you want the bass included, manipulate the key so that the key
pattern in A,B, and C is in the same key as your verses of your song - say A nad B fro the melody and verse C
for the chorus. Once you have your three patterns in the correct keys save this style to one in the user section
and call it you own. You can also manipulate any sound function from time, beats, drum kits, patterns etc, etc,
etc. The record function has all types of edit, copy, paste and delete functions as well as very easy
step-recording which is great for a non-drummer for me. There is a good variation of preset styles and with
changes of drum kits or sound control the variations are probably in the millions. The kit does not come with
an AC adaptor or pedals. Another great feature is keys that light up. It did not come with a mounting bracket
for a stand so there is no means of attaching this neatly to a secure stand. If this unit were to be dropped oouch Quality: I have not had this unit long but it appears to be well made. It did come with batteries but no
AC adaptor, no pedal s or chords. It does not have attachment mounts for a stand or rack. The buttons and
lights appear rugged and stable. This is one of the lower priced units and I am amazed at the value I am
getting. This unit has a ton of functions that are not featured or well described in the brochures. There is
nothing that you can not do with this unit. It adds so much to a solo act. Boss has created a very user friendly
drum machine for guitar players. I would suggest to anyone if you are considering this unit - it is a great deal
and a great drum machine of people
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End a repeat section and repeat it N times. Set a track volume level. The Chain and I. Ensure that the cursor is
on the instruction type left side and use the data knob to select the desired instruction type. Repeat the last two
steps until the song is complete. It is always a good idea to give a song a name as you may later mistake a
song with no name as a free song slot. Use the data knob to locate the song name of interest. It is a preset
stored in ROM Read-only memory. A song chain is a list of songs in the order in which you want them to
play. When a song finishes the next song in the chain starts to play. To set the next song to play: The chain is
terminated by a song with the chain entry OFF. It is a list of notes in the order in which they are to be played
with additional information such as accent and duration. Use the data knob to locate a free pattern. Note that
patterns are presets, i. These patterns cannot be changed. Patterns are user definable patterns for you to use.
Pressing the pads will record the associated notes into the pattern at the point in time that you hit them. When
the pattern cycle reaches the end it loops back to the beginning. Use the data knob to locate the pattern of
interest. The BWD and FWD keys allow you to step through the pattern one time interval at a time, use the
cursor keys to view the parameters for a single note and to step to the next note at the same point in time. The
time interval which you step through between note positions is defined by the quantize value currently set.
Quantizing is nudging the notes in time so that the note is played on the beat or on a specified fraction of the
beat, for example every quarter. This feature is designed to make it easy to be precise about when notes are
played, especially percussion instruments. On the other hand, entering triplets is made considerably easier
through the use of this feature. This is usually more efficient in its use of memory than using four separate
patterns. Here is a quote from an answer to this question by Stephen Golden: Swing is a feature that allows
you to delay the point at which every second eighth or sixteenth note is played, depending on the swing point
you select either eighth note or sixteenth note. Play this with swing off. Then, turn swing on and hear the
difference. Swing might be the answer. Also from Stephen Golden: The tie key allows you to insert notes of a
duration longer than the quantize setting in multiples of the quantize setting. The tie key only works in step
mode. If your quantize is in eighth notes and you want to play a quarter note, press and hold down the note to
be played and while holding, press the tie button once. This will set the gate to twice the quantize setting.
Likewise, if your quantize is in eighth notes and you want to make a half note, hold down the note to be
played and while holding it, press the tie button three times. This will set the gate to 4 times the quantize value
once for the original quantize setting, then an additional three "eighth note" quantize values. A half note is
equivalent to four eighth notes. Similarly, if you want to make a "dotted" quarter note, and your quantize is in
eighth notes, you would hold down the note to be played and while holding, press the tie button twice. A
dotted quarter note is equivalent to three eighth notes. It also took me a while to figure this out because the
manual is unclear. Step through to the point where the chord is to be inserted. Press and hold down the root
note for the chord in the lower half of the key pad. While holding down this pad press the chord type in the
upper half of the key pad. Note that when inserting a chord into a pattern the chord is stored as individual
notes and can eat up memory quite quickly. These entries are set in the pattern header. This feature only works
when playing a pattern in Pattern mode. In Pattern mode, select one of the preset patterns with the digit 1 as
the last character of the pattern name, e. This is the original pattern. Press play to start the pattern looping.
Once the pattern has played press the FTV button. This will cue a fill and a variation of the pattern if they
exist , and they will be played in sequence without any break in the beat. Once the variation pattern is playing
you can press the FTO button to return to the original pattern via a possibly different fill. A kit is a collection
of instruments. Tracks 1, 2 and 3 get a single instrument assigned each using instrument numbers 0 to Each
track has several parameters: Volume The volume of the instrument. Pan The position in the stereo image.
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Pitch The frequency adjustment to change the relative pitch of the instrument. Only applies to the drum track.
Octave Shift The frequency adjustment in whole octaves. Only applies to tracks 1, 2 and 3. Decay The time it
takes for the sound to decay. The different pads represent different pitches of the same basic instrument sound
The drum track gets an instrument assigned to each pad. Each pad may be assigned any instrument number
from 82 to Each pattern is assigned a kit. Each pattern used in a song may use a different kit. The factory
settings i. Use the data knob to locate a user definable kit - one that is numbered U00 through U Kits P00
through P47 are presets and cannot be modified. Press the KIT button. Pressing any pad now will display the
currently assigned instrument and its parameters. You can use the data knob and the cursor keys to assign a
different instrument or parameter value to the pad. When finished press the KIT button again. Technically it is
not possible to really create a new kit. All that you can do is edit an existing one. After a reset the User
Definable kits are simple copies of some of the presets. Remember preset kits cannot be edited - only User
Definable kits can be modified. Follow the same steps for creating a new kit above. Gate time is the time that
the instrument sound is played for. This is distinct from the decay that comes into play after the pad has been
released. Sometimes this is a natural decay because of the instrument used e. This only applies to tracks 1, 2
and 3. This is entered in real-time write mode by holding down the pad for the duration required. In step write
mode the pitch, using the cursor keys at a particular note position accesses accent and gate parameters. Follow
the steps for creating a new kit above. A chord is a root note, type and optionally an inversion. It can be
changed as many times as desired. RAM is used to store your songs, patterns, chords and setup information.
Memory is allocated in chunks and each pattern chunk can hold different amounts of notes depending upon
which tracks are in use. Song chunks are allocated as needed. The chunks are then linked together to form a
pattern or a song. What you find is a stepwise use of memory. Adding notes to a pattern may not use more
memory if they are going into an already allocated chunk. But adding the one that needs a new chunk
allocating makes a big difference in how much is used overall. The user patterns and 20 songs is really a limit
on two tables. You could use them all up in about 40 patterns and 1 song if you tried hard. The rationale for
this is as follows.
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I had used an older Brother sequencer with a DR drum machine in the past and I wanted to have better sounds
and more sequencer tracks to work with. This unit provides a great sounding rhythm section to my guitar and
sax playing. It is very easy to program and has great sounds. I can program a copy song in about an hour and
have programed everything from siimple pop songs to very intricate rock anthems. You can choose a guitar or
keyboard based programing pad and all but the most obscure chord variations. The unit never forgets parts or
tempo and has no personality conflicts. The DR-5 itself does not have enough memory to be a stand alone
device for performance. A data filer is needed for that. I very seldom use any of the preset rythyms or samples
song licks. In my opinion, BOSS could do away with those and free the memory for more user programed
songs. My experience with BOSS products has me reliably in their camp! This is a great unit for a guy like
me. I want the sound of a back-up band suited to my time constrained lifestyle. This review was originally
published on http: Rhythm 5 The DR-5 manual is available online for more details, I simply remember the
basics: It works on 9V power supply or batteries. No effects you can simply adjust the pitch and decay , no
possibility of editing sounds. It has almost everything at hand to write, I just regret that the velocity volume of
the notes is not recognized by the sequencer mode expander with a MIDI keyboard, it works, but the
sequencer takes only 3 volumes. The 36 pads are all a function, so we found it very quickly. Those who have
already been working on the BAR Boss can even do without the manual to create a simple rhythm. The editing
options are few, one can learn most functions in one day. The sequencer is really nice, you can record in real
time or step by step. On screen, it has a keyboard and fretboard to better identify the notes being played. The
organization of the pads has been designed for guitarists, very handy when one has no basis in music theory.
The guitar input lets you record notes DR-5 recognizes the note played and transcribed by noon, he does not
record audio , but the system is a bit wobbly and it is not very practical to use we often end up with an offbeat
tempo and you can not play fast or risk seeing half of the notes will not be saved SOUNDS The sounds have
aged, but they are realistic in the sense that it still manages to recognize a piano of a guitar. The expression is
limited, since as I said above, it receives only 3 volumes. Everything sounds right, nothing more. The drum
sounds are more than correct for its time late 90s , especially compared to the price of the new machine. I said
that if it still is great for work, do not you use it for studio recording, it is anyway not think to. There has been
nothing like it on the market, this is why I use it always. The Groovebox do not have a sound general, and if
the MC or can get sounds better bill by adding expansion cards, it is far from a portable configuration it does
not work on battery , and given the size of this machine is anyway impossible to use on the move. The
Yamaha sound better sometimes, but ergonomics issue is not really that. This is an excellent machine for
Laying out, really intuitive, and allows to focus solely on music. I even used Live for a few years since I used
as a sequencer to trigger loops on my sampler, and an expander control great for MIDI, so even if it sometimes
takes a little tweaking. I can not count the pieces that I composed from this machine. Having found nothing as
simple and light, so I bought this machine and I found this easier to transcribe an idea very quickly. The value
for money was excellent in nine at the time the Yamaha cost far more expensive, it must be remembered , and
still is used. Clearly, with current technology, one could easily imagine a DR-6 with more memory for sounds
when you see what you do with a few MB, there are ways to do something decent with very little memory and
a USB port or a memory card slot to store easily. Boss, we leave you when your DR-6??? Rhythm 4 Excellent
for guitar composers. You can get lost sometimes in the menus but its use remains effective when one has the
manual side. Also in terms of ergonomics we feel that this product date, because the navigation is pretty
archaic. Bought quite expensive about euros new at the time , the drum machine sequencer is anyway valid for
music creation and can be found in OCCAZ in the euros. Attention to the rotating wheel that ages poorly,
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provide a replacement in a special magasasin. What could be better? Using the keyboard is simple because the
buttons correspond to the squares of a fretboard. Is created directly by tablature The manual is clear. After a
long day, we control the corny. Many kits will suffice for different musical styles. The price was exorbitant for
the sequencer Euros but it took that amount at the time. Anyway my Boss DR-5 is still in my home studio
ready for use and withstand time. A good sequencer aging well! Rhythm Already described see other reviews I
should add that the memory of the bike is quite limited: The large number of keys makes the little beast easily
controlled. There is ultimately a lot of features, but I do not use them all. The possibility to connect his guitar
to record a line of instrument is not top, the restitition is too uncertain, it makes this feature unusable. In fact,
for programming lines of instruments, it seems necessary to have a MIDI keyboard. The manual is clear and
precise, nothing to say on it. Note the existence of software, "DR-5 edit" light version free full version fee ,
which can tweak its settings from a PC connected by noon always more convenient and make a backup of
recorded data. I use almost the kit "Rock" is one that most closely matches what I want. You can create your
own kit by selecting a sound of interest. To the sounds of instruments, it depends, some sound a bit "artificial",
others are more credible I am very happy because it is small, easy to use and slamming sounds good. The
black spot remains for me the memory is too low: Not me If it again, then I would choose a bar with more
memory. For my part I do is that the programming in real time by slowing down the tempo if necessary. There
is an editing function in step by step. I was looking primarily a drum machine, I jumped at the opportunity to
have the same time a small sequencer. The drum sounds are still limits to anything other than the model. Other
sounds, well, can be used to compose a qd was nothing else on hand, but little else. For realism it is closer
Bontempi than anything else. I like its relatively small size, its ease of use, that it runs on batteries, so easily
transportable pdt nickel to dial long distance travel by train Jaime least the fact that the memory is actually
quite limited. We are quickly forced to remove patterns to create other, and this even if all the patterns are not
met. The sounds are improved. I bought used, between 80 and euros, remember. If I had to renew this type of
purchase, I will buy a rather classic drum machines of better quality and I save to buy a real sequencer later.
This does not mean that I regret my purchase! Obviously the price can not ask him the possibilities of large
machines no output spares, etc In any case a very convenient mini expander 2 of 2 people found this review
helpful Did you find this review helpful?
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Kits Download your existing kit settings, browse the user-defined and preset kits, print kit instrument settings
and pad layouts, modify instrument parameters, audition drum patches, save and restore individual kits. You
can quickly design new kits selecting from the full range of instruments available. Experiment safely with the
knowledge that you can restore a backup should things go wrong. You can save and restore individual kits or
the whole of the user-definable kit set. Kits can be copied and pasted using the Windows clipboard. You can
also drag a user-defined kit definition to copy it to a new position. Songs Download Song data from your DR
Operations on songs include: Songs can be cut or copied to the clipboard and then pasted to new song
positions. You can quickly duplicate songs by using drag and drop. Patterns Download Pattern data from your
DR Patterns can be saved and restored like songs, deleted, printed, and edited. Notes can be dragged to new
positions within a pattern by varying the start times or transposing them. You can use the clipboard to copy
notes within or between patterns. Pattern parameters can be edited i. Patterns can be "packed" - moving all
user-defined patterns to the top of memory a bit like defragmenting your hard disk. You can delete patterns
which are not referenced in a song. When deleting a song you are given the option to delete any user-defined
patterns which are only used by that song. These options are provided to allow you to make the best use of the
precious DR-5 memory. Patterns can be cut or copied to the clipboard and then pasted to new patterns
positions. Chords Download Chord data from your DR Chord data can be saved and restored. Currently there
are no facilities to view or edit chord data. Setup Download Setup data from your DR Setup data can be saved,
restored and edited. All Setup information can be saved to and restored from disk files. The same information
can printed for a hard copy of your settings. Memory Memory usage can be displayed at any time. Often there
are more than four tracks and you will have to decide which tracks are to be used and which, if any, are to be
discarded. The whole process is very straightforward. Dr5Edit then converts all the note events to patterns
which are strung together to form a song. Version 3 includes the ability to specify the target pattern time
signature and the way velocities are converted to accents. Dr5Edit is designed to ease the process, MIDI file
tracks can be merged or ignored, they can be assigned to specific instruments within the selected kit. A map
display helps you determine whether the track will play correctly within the range of the instrument assigned.
Want to try before you buy? Download the evaluation version of Dr5Edit here. Dr5Edit EV is a fully
functional freeware program. It includes many of the features found in the full Dr5Edit program. More
importantly, it allows you to check out your MIDI connection. Since the program has been made available it
has been found that a small number of computer configurations are not always able to sustain communication
with MIDI devices during long SysEx transfers. Please note that Dr5Edit EV is at version 4 and the full
program is at version 3. The difference in numbering is due to the fact that these are two separate programs
and a bug fix which was only required in the evaluation version caused that to increment without requiring the
same change in the full version. Click here to download the fully functional free evaluation version of Dr5Edit
What are the differences between the two versions? Dr5Edit comes in two versions. The free evaluation
version is a fully functional program. It is not crippled in any way nor does it contain any spyware or adware.
You can upgrade to the full version which includes several additional features.
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Description this book Please continue to the next pagenone Online PDF any format The Encyclopedia of Boss Dr-5
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Volumes In 1 Motion Sound & Heat Light Magnetism & Electricity The Electron Proton & Neutron.

Chapter 8 : Solve Boss DR-3 problem
ysEx commands are used with the DR-5 to provide the means to transfer a memory dump of the songs and patterns to
and from the PC in a single operation. 5 Connections The DR-5 has many sockets for connecting to the outside world.
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